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Abstract: The paper presents new informational symbols for 

existing holding and driving elements and mechanisms used for 

machining cylindrical parts between centers. These informational 

symbols are not shown in technical literature. Presented informational 

symbols respect the following technological needs: to suggest 

the shape of locating element; to indicate the number of degrees 

of freedom retained to the workpiece through locating; to indicate 

the type of driving mechanism; to depict the characteristics of 

preliminary and final clamping mechanisms. These informational 

symbols are indicated next to technological bases of the shafts 

that are planes of frontal surfaces and axes of centering holes. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

For processing medium-length shafts (6  l/d <12) or large-

length shafts (l/d 12) by turning or grinding, commonly used holding 

schemes include centers or mechanisms with centers (Doicin, 2001). 

Centers are locators for centering holes of shafts. 

Despite that the components of holding and driving mechanisms 

for shaft machining are described in detail in technical literature, 

the associated informational symbols are not very well defined 

for all possible situations (Tonoiu et al., 2003). 

So, the purpose of this work is the definition of new informational 

symbols for holding and driving mechanisms used for machining 

shafts between centers. To clearly define the informational symbols, 

their related holding and driving mechanisms are presented nearby. 

The authors consider that the new informational symbols complete 

the set of well-known symbols, being useful in defining the location, 

driving and clamping schemes by machining process planners. 

 

2. ELEMENTS, MECHANISMS AND SCHEMES FOR 

HOLDING AND DRIVING SHAFTS MACHINED 

BETWEEN CENTERS 
 

Shaft pieces are processed by holding them between the centers 

in the headstock and tailstock of the lathes or grinding machines. The 

transmission of revolving motion from the machine’s main shaft to 

the processed workpiece is made by driving mechanism (Joshi, 2003). 

Fig. 1 indicates the holding of the workpiece between the dead 

(non-rotating) center 1 and the live (rotating) center 3 (both located 

on the centering holes) and the driving of the workpiece through 

carrier dog 4 and dog plate 5. Informational symbols of holding and 

driving scheme are presented in the figure next to constructive 

sketch (Tonoiu et al., 2003). 

When processing axial dimensions of shafts between centers 

with tools set to fix dimensions, the depth of centering conic holes 

and the distance between frontal end faces of the shaft have a high 

importance. In this case, an axial self-adjusting center with locating 

plate in the headstock of the lathe (fig. 2) have to be used (Tonoiu 

et al., 2003). The mechanism in fig. 2 includes: body 1; locating plate 

2; self-adjusting center 3; spring 4; screw 5; plunger 6. 

A construction with locating and driving plate 2 is shown in fig. 3. 

An other construction, with a dead center 2 and individual driving 

pins 3 that replace driving plate is presented in fig. 4 (Tonoiu, 2010). 

 
Fig. 1. Holding a shaft between centers and driving with carrier dog: 

a) constructive sketch b) informational symbols 

 

 
Fig. 2. Self-adjusting center with locating plate: a) constructive 

sketch b) informational symbols 

 

 
Fig. 3. Self-adjusting center with locating-driving plate: a) 

constructive sketch b) informational symbols 

 

 
Fig. 4. Self-adjusting center with locating-driving plate: a) 

constructive sketch b) informational symbols 

 

 
Fig. 5. Self-adjusting center with locating-driving plate: a) 

constructive sketch b) informational symbols 

 

A solution for driving tubular shafts (fig. 5) applies a knurled dead 

center in the main shaft of the lathe and a knurled live center in the 

tailstock (Brăgaru, 1998). 

Another driving solution of shafts is by chucks with two or three self-

adjusting jaws as shown in fig. 6 (http://www.rohm-products.com, 2011). 
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Fig. 6. Two-jaw pneumatically actuated chuck with dead center: a) 

constructive sketch b) informational symbols 

 

A chuck with self-adjusting jaws can be used also with a locating 

plate and a self-adjusting center, or with a self-adjusting locating plate 

and a self-adjusting center (http://www.rohm-products.com, 2011). 

 

3. DETERMINATION OF HOLDING AND DRIVING 

SCHEMES FOR MACHINING BETWEEN CENTERS 
 

Let us consider a turned shaft, with two machined surfaces: a 

cylindrical surface S2 and a flat surface S1. 

For locating the shaft, several alternative locators may be used 

and their informational symbols (Brăgaru, 1998) are shown in fig. 

7. These alternatives are: dead center (1); self-adjusting center (2) 

with locating plate (3); self-adjusting center (2) with self-adjusting 

plate (4). Live center (5) ensures preliminary and final clamping. 

Driving the shaft in rotation may be done with (fig. 8): carrier dog 

(6); knurled dead center (7); driving plate or driving pins (8); chuck 

with two self-adjusting jaws (9); chuck with three self-adjusting jaws 

(10). Informational symbols (7), (8), (9), and (10) are designed by 

the authors to describe existing elements and mechanisms for driving 

shafts in rotation. 

The combination of holding and driving symbols in fig. 7 and 

fig. 8 gives the set of technically possible holding and driving schemes 

(HDS) in table 1. The first ten schemes in table 1 are already applied 

in industrial practice, and the last two might be, if needed. 

 

 
Fig. 7. Technically possible locating and clamping schemes 

 

 
Fig. 8. Technically possible driving schemes 

 

No. 
Holding and driving 

scheme (HDS) 

Headstock-side holding (H) 

and driving (D) 

elements/mechanisms 

1 

 

H: Dead center (1) 

D: Carrier dog (6) 

2 

 

H Dead center (1) 

D: Driving pins (8) 

3 

 

H: Knurled dead center (1+7) 

D: Knurled dead center (1+7) 

4 

 

H: Self-adjusting center (2) and 

locating plate (3) 

D: Carrier dog (6) 

5 

 

H: Self-adjusting center (2) and 

locating-driving plate (3+8) 

D: Locating-driving plate (3+8) 

6 

 

H: Dead center (1) 

D: Chuck with two self-adjusting 

jaws (9) 

7 

 

H: Dead center (1) 

D: Chuck with three self-adjusting 

jaws (10) 

8 

 

H: Self-adjusting center (2) and 

locating plate (3) 

D: Chuck with two self-adjusting 

jaws (9) 

9 

 

H: Self-adjusting center (2) and 

locating plate (3) 

D: Chuck with three self-adjusting 

jaws (10) 

10 

 

H: Self-adjusting center (2) and 

self-adjusting plate (4) 

D: Carrier dog (6) 

11 

 

H: Self-adjusting center (2) and 

self-adjusting plate (4) 

D: Chuck with two self-adjusting 

jaws (9) 

12 

 

H: Self-adjusting center (2) and 

self-adjusting plate (4) 

D: Chuck with three self-adjusting 

jaws (10) 

Tab. 1. Technically possible HDS for machining between centers 

 

4. CONCLUSION 
 

The paper presents different holding and driving elements and 

mechanisms for machining shafts in turning and grinding operations. 

For many of these elements and mechanisms no informational 

symbols are presented within technical literature. Considering this 

situation, the work presents a number of informational symbols 

for holding and driving elements and mechanisms that have centers 

in their structure. The proposed symbols suggest the shape of locating 

and driving elements/mechanisms, indicate the number of degrees 

of freedom retained to the workpiece through location, suggest the 

type of driving elements/mechanisms, and depict the characteristics 

of preliminary and final clamping mechanisms. 

Data provided by informational symbols permit the making of 

technical-economical decisions in early stages of process planning 

activities. Informational symbols suggest also the construction of 

holding fixtures for turning and grinding operations of shafts, been 

useful to the planners of workpiece holding devices. 

The present work will also eliminate any doubts concerning 

the usage of locating, clamping, and driving informational symbols 

for shaft machining in manufacturing process plans. 
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